Super Circle
Set background to Neon Tunnel and remove the
Scratch cat

Paint a new sprite: This is your ship.
1. Put scratch into Bitmap mode
2. Zoom in to 400% to look closer at the drawing
3. Draw an arrow pointing to the right
4. Placed it directly to the right of the centre
cross.

Use a script to set the ship position to the centre
(0, 0) and direction to up when green flag is
clicked.

Make a forever loop and if the left or right arrow
is pressed then then make it turn left or right by
10 degrees.

Test it! Can you move your ship around?

Paint a new sprite: Use the circle tool to make a
very big light blue circle. To do this:
1. Zoom out too 100%.
2. Select the Circle Tool
3. Set the line thickness slider to the middle
before drawing.
4. Keep the SHIFT key when drawing the circle.
5. After drawing it, adjust the circle so the
centre of the circle is in the centre of the
drawing area.

Use the eraser to “Rub out” a segment on the
right

Set a script on the circle sprite: When green flag
is clicked, set position to the centre (0, 0), point
in direction up and size to 150%

Set up forever loop and make its size get smaller
each time through the loop.

if the size gets less than 3 then set the size back
to 150% and set direction to be random

Test it! Does your circle get smaller until it
disappears and then starts again?

Right click on your circle sprite and Duplicate it.

Edit the script on one of the circle sprites so
that after the green flag is clicked, the size is
set to 75% instead of 150% (don’t change the one
inside the forever loop).

Test it! You should now have two circles.

Go back to the ship to edit the scripts. When the
ship is touching the light blue, stop the game.

Go back to the ship to edit the scripts. When the
ship is touching the light blue, stop the game.

If we have time…
Go to the costumes tab of the ship and duplicate
the arrow you painted earlier. Make sure you are
in Bitmap mode. If not click “Convert to bitmap”.

Zoom in close and then use the select tool to
select bits of the ship and move them apart to
make it look like the ship is broken.

When the Ship hits the circle change the
costume to the broken version. When the game
starts, make sure the costume is set to the
complete ship

Extra challenges
• Make a score which counts up
after each circle has passed
• Try adding an extra costume to
each of the blue circles to make
different shapes. For example a
circle with two gaps or a square!
Make it switch costume each
time the circle resets its size.
• Make it start slow and speed up

